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Halvarssons Expands Collection with Three New Gloves for Various Uses 
 FLON with outstanding ventilation for warm summer days 
 TIHOLA, waterproof and breathable 
 DUVED, the three-fingered glove for the coldest conditions 

(Mustasaari, Finland, April 10th, 2024) The Swedish heritage brand Halvarssons is not only known for its 
high-quality motorcycle jackets and pants, but for its wide and divers range of motorcycle gloves tailored 
for many different uses. Just in 2024 Halvarssons expands the cloves collection by another three new 
models: FLON, TIHOLA, and DUVED. These gloves are designed to deliver exceptional performance, 
protection, and comfort for riders in diverse weather conditions. 

Halvarssons FLON: The Essential Summer Glove 

FLON, crafted from durable goat leather, features strategically placed mesh panels for optimal airflow, 
keeping hands cool and comfortable during hot summer rides. Equipped with hard knuckle protectors and 
stylish yellow accents, FLON not only offers protection but also adds a touch of style to the rider's 
ensemble. 

Developed with state-of-the-art materials like SuperFabric, HI-ART for five times stronger abrasion 
resistance, and the innovative NUDUD technology, which allows for more precise touchscreen operation, 
FLON ensures ultimate durability and safety. With these features, FLON becomes an essential companion 
on warm summer days. 

Halvarssons TIHOLA and DUVED: Conquer the Cold 

The winters in Scandinavia are long and cold. Therefore, the Swedish designers know what it takes for a 
cold-weather glove: The new models TIHOLA and DUVED are the perfect waterproof cold weather gloves. 
Crafted from a blend of leather and textiles, these gloves are designed to keep hands warm and dry in 
harsh weather conditions. 

Both TIHOLA and DUVED feature 180g Innoborne insulation (with 40g in the palm) to provide exceptional 
warmth without compromising dexterity. Additionally, HI-ART, NUDUD, and the high-quality membrane 
technology DRYWAY+ enhance durability, waterproofing, and breathability, ensuring maximum comfort 
and protection for riders. 

DUVED stands out as a three-fingered glove, providing extra warmth for riders facing extreme cold 
conditions. With Skin Fit XTR technology ensuring a perfect fit, TIHOLA and DUVED are the ultimate 
companions for cold weather rides, offering unbeatable warmth and performance. 

The recommended retail prices are: FLON 99 EUR, TIHOLA 119 EUR, DUVED 119 EUR. Detailed information 
and store locator can be found under www.halvarssonsmc.com.  
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New Halvarssons gloves at a glance: 
 
Halvarssons FLON 
Premium Summer Gloves 

 Goat Nappa 
 HI-ART reinforcement in the palm area 
 MC-fit technology to keep lining in place 
 CE certified, level 1 
 Size: Unisex black 5-14 
 Price: 99.00 EUR 

 
Halvarssons TIHOLA 
All-Season Premium Gloves 

 Warm waterproof winter glove 
 Combination of Goat Nappa and Durable PE 
 Dryway+ functional membrane 
 Innoborne insulation 180 /40g 
 HI-ART reinforcements in the palm area 
 NUDUD Touch screen technology for the best control with the glove on 
 CE certified level 1, with knuckle protection 
 Skinfit XTR technology to keep lining in place 
 Size: Black/Grey 5-14 
 Price: 119 EUR 

 
Halvarssons DUVED 
All-Season Premium Gloves 

 Premium Warm, waterproof three-finger glove 
 Mix of Goat Nappa and Durable PE 
 Dryway+ functional membrane 
 Innoborne insulation 180 /40g 
 HI-ART reinforcements in the palm area 
 NUDUD Touch screen technology for the best control with the glove on 
 CE certified level 1, with knuckle protection 
 Skinfit XTR technology to keep lining in place 
 Size: Black/Grey 7-14 
 Price: 119 EUR 
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